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Overview of session

■ Zooming in and thinking about the big ideas 
in grades 3-5 mathematics: today’s focus is 
computational fluency
■Weaving in other aspects of the curriculum –

curricular competencies, inquiry, First Peoples 
Principles of Learning, assessment



What is computational fluency?

Computational fluency is defined as having efficient, 
flexible and accurate methods for computing. Students 
need to be fluent in mental math, paper and pencil 
methods and using technology such as a calculator in 
computing answers to situations involving numbers (both 
whole numbers as well as fractions and decimals).
-NCTM, 2000
Computational fluency develops from a strong sense of 
number.

(BC Mathematics Curriculum, Big Idea, K-9, 2015)



the continuum of computational fluency

emerging developing extending



In our redesigned curriculum…
■ Big Idea: 
– Computational fluency develops from a strong sense of number  

■ K: One-to-one correspondence and a sense of 5 and 10 are essential for fluency 
with numbers.

■ 1: Addition and subtraction with numbers to 10 can be modelled concretely, 
pictorially, and symbolically to develop computational fluency.

■ 2: Development of computational fluency in addition and subtraction with numbers 
to 100 requires an understanding of place value.

■ 3: Development of computational fluency in addition, subtraction, multiplication and 
division of whole numbers requires flexible decomposing and composing. 

■ 4: Development of computational fluency and multiplicative thinking requires 
analysis of patterns and relations in multiplication and division.

■ 5: Computational fluency and flexibility with numbers extend to operations with 
larger (multi-digit) numbers.



Recommended Resources:

■ Number Talks

■Making Number Talks Matter

■ High Yield Routines



Byng’s school goal:

“Students will develop a range of 
mathematical strategies in order 
to improve their confidence and 

abilities in computational fluency.”
2013-2016



School goal process

■ How this school goal came to be
■ School wide assessment
■ Professional learning - use of consistent 

language and mental math strategies
■ Investment in materials, books
■ Classroom demo lessons, development of 

posters, collaboration with secondary school
■ Parent night, agendas, Family Math Night



Mental Math Strategies 
■ Kindergarten: one-to-one 

correspondence, decomposing numbers, 
five and ten-ness
■ Grade 1: counting on and back, making 

10, doubles, using addition to subtract
■ Grade 2: making or bridging ten, related 

doubles, adding on to find the difference, 
decomposing, compensating
■ Grade 3: decomposing, compensating, 

commutative property for +



Mental Math Strategies 
■ Grade 4: distributive and commutative 

principles, doubling or halving, repeated 
doubling (multiplication)
■ Grade 5: annexing, halving and doubling, 

distributive property (multiplication)
■ Grades 6&7: practice and application of the 

strategies



How many different ways can you 
figure this out?

48 + 37 =



Games for Practice

■ Salute (Trevor Calkins, Box Cars)
■ Sum What Dice Game (Family Math)

■ Games can be enhanced with prompts – How did 
you figure that out? What’s another way you 
could figure that out? Explain how your partner 
figured it out. What strategy do you use most 
often in this game? Why?



To think about…

■ What do your students need to move towards 
computational fluency?
■ What do I need to understand about a continuum 

of learning? About specific strategies?
■ How can I communicate the goals of 

computational fluency to parents?



Spectrum of Inquiry



Inquiry Cycle
Starting Point 
or Provocation

Wondering, 
Asking 

Questions, 
Posing 

Problems

Investigating 

Sharing, 
Consolidating 
and Reflecting



Inquiry is a process where students:

■ Ask questions
■ Actively engage in building knowledge and 

deeper understanding of key concepts
■ Gather and analyze information
■ Communicate their findings
■ Explore challenging questions, problems or 

issues that can be approached and 
answered in many different ways
■ Justify their thinking



What is Playful Inquiry?
■ Wondering, engaging and playing with 

ideas, stories, materials, theories to uncover 
new understanding and thinking
■ Adults can…
– Inspire curiosity
– Engage playfully
– Support students to seek connections
– Encourage the sharing of stories
– Nurture Empathy

How can we create new possibilities
for joy, wonder and inspiration?



BC K-9 Mathematics
Curricular Competency

■Develop, demonstrate, and apply 
mathematical understanding 
through play, inquiry, and problem 
solving



Playful Inquiry
■playing with materials
■playing with language
■playing with ideas



BC K-9 Mathematics
Curricular Competency

■Connect mathematical ideas to 
each other and to other areas and 
personal interests



Making Connections

■math to self
■math to world
■math to math



What is a provocation?
■responsive
■provokes thinking
■connects to a big idea, 

concept or theme
■ is ongoing, lingering, extends



■ the students’ wonders and interests
■ the curriculum
■making math to math, math to self or 

math to world connections
■ a starting point
■ essential that they are responsive to 

and reflect your classroom community

Where do provocations come from?



What is a provocation?

■photograph
■quote
■question
■place
■materials

■word
■video clip
■piece of art
■tool
■book



■ Direct Prompt 

■ Implied Prompt                            
through Modeling

■Open Exploration

Provocations



What is a provocation?

■Rich Open Tasks

■ Invitations

■Provocations



What is a provocation?

■responsive
■provokes thinking
■connects to a big idea, concept or 

theme
■ is ongoing, lingering, extends



■ What stories live within…?
■ What do you notice? What do you wonder?
■ What is the relationship between….?
■ What are the connections between…?
■ What happens when…?
■ How many different…?
■ How do these materials help you think about…?
■ Where do we see…in the world?

Some frames for provocations…



■ Planning with intention – knowledge of curriculum and your 
students

■ Being thoughtful about what materials will be offered

■ Create opportunities for collaboration

■ Choose a big idea or concept, content and competency:
– How will you provoke thinking and learning?
– What materials will you use?
– What kind of provocation might you provide?
– How do you anticipate your students will engage with your 

provocation?
– How will students’ learning be made visible?

Developing Provocations



Weaving it all together…

■A day
■A week
■A month
■A term 
■A year



■“We are learning about 
multiplicative thinking. What are 
you curious about? What are you 
going to investigate today?”



■ “We are learning about multiplicative thinking. 
What are you curious about? What are you going 
to investigate today?”

■ So think about what you are studying in math 
with your students – how can you open up the 
learning experiences and provide opportunities 
for students’ wonders and questions and provide 
choice of materials and how they share their 
ideas and findings?



■Thank you

■Please fill out the 
reflection and feedback 
form before you go


